CANnaCURE

• MAKES PLANTS HEALTHY, VITALIZES LEAVES
• CONTROLS PLANT PESTS;
WHITEFLY
APHIDS
SPIDER MITE
MEALYBUG
• CONTROLS MILDEW
• STIMULATES PLANT GROWTH BY FOLIAR FEED
• NON TOXIC; CAN BE USED UP TO HARVEST
• IMPROVES LEAF COLOUR AND VIGOUR
• BIODEGRADABLE

CANnaCURE
CONTROLS PLANT PESTS
CANNACURE is CANNA’s first environmentally friendly
plant pests controller.
CANNA Laboratories has developed a multi task
growth stimulator that:
• Controls plant pests by environmentally friendly
physical means.
• Stimulates growth as a leaves nutrient.
CANNACURE ensures healthier plants, that concentrate on producing bigger flowers and increased
yields.
CANNACURE ADVICE
If you have a heavy infestation of, for example, whitefly, spider mite or mealybug, repeat spraying after 3
days and again if necessary after a further 3 days.
Then weekly afterwards. In our experience heavy infestations of most of the common pests will not occur if
CANNACURE is applied thoroughly to upper and lower
leaf surfaces on a weekly basis from the early commencement of your plant to harvesting time. When
you use CANNACURE, you are applying a foliar feed
and comprehensive pesticide and mildewcide at the
same time.

BETTER GROWTH AND PROTECTION
Together with your other CANNA-nutrients and
additives CANNACURE ensures the plant also has
sufficient energy-levels available to resist any pathogens. Mixing different nutrient brands always endanger your plants health. This may result in a lack of plant
energy which gives diseases more chance to strike at
crucial moments for your cultivation.
THE PESTICIDE THAT DOES NOT WORK AS A PESTICIDE
Environmental footprints are becoming more
important each day. What do we leave the planet
with after we have harvested? How do we prevent
all toxic pesticides to penetrate the earth? By using
CANNACURE you are not only ensured to get the job
done enabling high results, but on top of that it will not
harm the environment and your own health.
CANNACURE works by means of physical action.
It defends your plant against pests and mildew, by
providing the leaves a second natural skin, that makes
it impossible for pests and mildew to function properly.

HARMLESS
CANNACURE is very safe, can be used without intervals between spraying and harvesting. Like any other
foliar spray it is always advisable to use appropriate
clothing although CANNA Research Laboratories has
not discovered any type of skin irritation. CANNACURE
is biodegradable and can be used on edible as well
as ornamental crops.
MAGIC HIGHER YIELDS USING PK 13/14 & CANNABOOST
CANNACURE makes and keeps your plant healthy,
shiny and clean, enabling optimal photosynthesis.
This enables your plant to concentrate on flowering. Combining with CANNABOOST, fruits form more
rapidly. The availability of nutrients is very important
for achieving optimum results. CANNACURE combined with CANNABOOST, PK 13-14 and your regular
CANNA feeding guarantees the best availability of
all the nutrients.
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Quality proves itself!

